
First Photo
Foodie & Bobo Headshots
By Selena Otello
Featuring:
Top row (L to R): Eric Amaral, Stefan Farrer, Julianna Picarelli
Middle row (L to R): Chloe Currie, Selena Otello
Bottom row (L to R): Joshua Garcia-Hughes, Megi Kaca, Adelaide Dolha
[Image Description: A grid of photos of the cast striking various poses while all wearing red
clown noses. In the centre, the text reads “Foodie & Bobo” in blue and pink bubble letters.]

Second Photo
Foodie & Bobo Poster
Taken by Jiafan ‘Felix’ Hao and Fiona Vandermyden
Featuring Selena Otello and Adelaide Dolha
[Image Description: The picture is split in two halves. The girl on the left has pink long wavy hair,
is wearing a white shirt, and is laughing. The girl on the right has brown hair in pigtails, is
wearing a light blue Jean jacket, and is puckering her lips. The left side of the images
background is soft pink while the right side is a light blue, with the center of the tear being a
textured grey. The top of the image reads “FOODIE” in cursive writing and is coloured in white
and blue. The bottom of the image reads “& Bobo” in white and pink cursive lettering.]

Third Photo
Inspiration Collage
Created by Selena Otello, Chloe Currie, Madeleine Vogelaar, Jiafan ‘Felix’ Hao
[Image Description: a collage of various photos. Top row L to R: a broken down house, a man in
a mouldy bathroom looking in different mirrors, a sitcom set, a photo of a woman in the
foreground looking away as a woman in the background looks at the other woman. Middle row L
to R: a cartoon drawing of an ugly ducking, a clown, a woman eating a donut, a person with
nylons around them eccentuating her “rolls”, a green rose in a group of red roses, a man
pointing & laughing at the camera, a person picking their lips. Bottom row L to R: a man eating
spaghetti, the set of “Friends”, a human sculpture, a person looking in the mirror to see a
disfigured person.]


